
14-01-07 SAG initial meeting

Present
Acted Emilie (*Jesus)
UNHCR Ayiro
Concern Elke
CCCM Martha
Invite
DRC
NRC
WASH Jessie / nominate
Care Sasi Luxmanan. +211954514273, 

sluxmanan@ss.care.org
UNHouse/ Juba 3 currrent actitities in terms of SITES: 
1. new site outside the base limitation, but attached. Delay due to MOU with 
Government. IOM in disucssion with UNOPs regarding the construciton management 
and devleopment of the site (and the Chinese)

Dual role to decongest Juba 3 and  
Tongping

2. In the event of a political shift, a contingency site with a separate area and security 
detail should be established.  
3. Extensions to the Juba 3 for decongestion to Juba 3, as well as to accommodate new 
arrivals. 

Acted are coordinating these sites. 3pm 
meeting site extensions to Juba 3: in 
Tongping NEEM room  

SAG Welcome
Items for agenda:
1 Strategy document / Shelter strategy
2. UN sites, IDP self settled rural and collective centres
Updates to inform decision making:
Bentiu, Malakal, UNITY
Density
Drainage asssme water will be present. 
Logisistics
CCCM / Camp management: Push for family plots. The area currently availble to families 
vary in size, dedicated space that can be maintained
Shelter Options: The Debate
Tents - CON: 12 month lifespan, SPACE, heavy expensive, logistics constriants. PRO 
dignity safety, immediate
Vernacular - framing materials, sheets. PRO plastic sheet easy to fly in, beneficiaries 
know how to build, they are doing it already, inexpensive, CON local sourcing for 
materials, rainy season
UNHCR have a successful program for shelter using an emergency shelter kit in Unity 
that is sucessful. Ariyo will share the information: 

Ariyo asap for SAG to review prior to next 
meeting

Sense of Safety, Intention and Shelter Survery SOSISS
Participation with idps ACTED camp managers = Juba
what do they require to feel safe in the sites Other agencies
how long are you planning to stay List sites who are doing this 
Communal shelters as opposed to individual shelters
for contingency sites - transit style hangers divided into 4 x 4 partitions - for discussion 
at next meeting. preparedness measure in the case of a sudden influx. 

'long houses'

Reception
area for a few hours, overnight, before dispatching. Acted  in discussion about the 
functions to be provided here.
Market and procurement
Uganda - scale of poles? 
What  do agencies have in the warehouses. 
Next meeting: 
Sunday / Monday


